
ANNE & ANDREW’S SHOPPING LISTFashion
Wedding gown - £450Bridal accessories - £20  Flower girls dresses - £56Hair & make-up £22FASHION TOTAL: £548LegalitiesCeremony room hire - £100Registrar/celebrant fees - £60.50

LEGALITIES TOTAL: £160.50Planning
Photographer - £430 Rings - £170Stationery - £88Flowers - £300Cake - £55Favours - £117Transport - £15Other – Domain name for website – £7.50

PLANNING TOTAL: £1,182.50ReceptionWedding meal - £1,996.20Drinks package - £895Music evening - Disco £160Pre-wedding accommodation (groom) - £67.50

RECEPTION TOTAL: £3,118.70

TOTAL WEDDING SPEND ... £5,009.70  

ANNE WHITTON & ANDREW McLEMAN DATE Thursday 26 July 07
CEREMONY Kirk of Calder, Mid Calder RECEPTION Best Western Hilcroft Hotel, Whitburn

PHOTOGRAPHER Neil Sinclair Photography sinky.one@virgin.net T: 01698 812448

“We wanted the best wedding we could have, but on
a budget. Everything was paid for ourselves, splitting
it 50:50. We had planned to spend over £8,000 but
in the end it cost just over £5,000. We found it fairly
easy to budget, despite being horrified when we
found out how much some supplies cost! In fact, we
had the planning so well under control we could
even afford a little socialising with some early guests
the day before.
Our advice is ask friends about suppliers and follow
their recommendations – it really worked for us.
Often there were alternatives to spending a fortune.
We saved money on the meal by having a midweek
wedding. We also gave very personalised cards to
everyone who helped; these were appreciated much
more than token gifts. As we had the skills, we
created a wedding website ourselves and used email
extensively – this saved us time giving out
information and directions etc. Also, people asked us
if there was anything they could do – we had friends
helping in providing transport, decorating the cake
and helping to make favours and place cards. They
were only too happy to lend a hand; it makes them
feel part of the day. We have no regrets, we had a
great day and nobody could tell it was so
economical!”

BIGGEST EXTRAVAGANCE: Photography @ £430

BEST BARGAIN: Wedding transport @ £15

OUR WEDDING BUDGET...
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